
Best Practice: Are You Ready For the New 
MAS Guidelines?

The Singapore government has established a set of best practice guidelines to assure business continuity in the financial services sector.

Executive summary

Following best practice with a reputable vendor will help you meet the new 
laws and ensure uptime when it comes to systems reliability, availability and 
recoverability.

With the publication of new laws from the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), 

it’s even more imperative that Financial Institutions (FIs) adhere to the best possible practice 

when it comes to system availability and recoverability. According to Acronis’ 2013 Data 

Protection Trends Research, the average cost of downtime in one year across the finance 

industry is US$2.87m.

 It’s an expense no FI can afford, not just because of the effect it will have directly on your 

bottom line but your reputation with your customers. And now, meeting minimum standards 

in systems reliability, availability and recoverability is the law, as mandated through the 

Monetary Authority of Singapore’s (MAS) Technology Risk Management Guidelines.

 The question is how to do so as cost effectively as possible. As an FI, you operate a 

lot of systems, some far more mission critical than others. For example, your ATM network 

needs 24/7/365 uptime, but marketing, loan approval or similarly non mission-critical 

systems can absorb downtimes of hours or even days.

 You need to carefully assess the relationship between systems and the costs needed to 

maintain their SRAR. In a large FI it can be an onerous task, and no single solution will be 

appropriate for each system. A systems audit performed with the advice of a provider like 

Acronis should be your first step, where we’ll identify areas of your BC (business continuity) 

and DR (disaster recovery) methodology that can be improved, and provide different 

solutions where they work best.

Different degrees for different systems

 Acronis DR engineers recognise a sliding scale of tolerance for downtime from hot – 

where recovery might be necessary on a scale of only seconds or minutes, to cold – 

where recovery can take anywhere up to several days with no tangible loss of revenue 

or reputation.

 Step one should be a thorough investigation of all points of potential failure. Doing so 

will help you and your vendor establish recovery time objectives (RTO) and recovery point 

objectives (RPO) for each system.

 The RTO and RPO of each system will give you a clear indication of how critical the 

system is to your operations and whether it has hot or cold tolerance or somewhere in 

between. In the same way, a careful look across the entire FI might identify systems you 

hadn’t considered for your BC and DR strategy – potential failure points might exist that 

could topple mission-critical systems without you realising.
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 The next step is to balance the RTO and RPO against the cost of availability and 

recoverability. The actions that restore hot tolerance systems can cost tens or hundreds of 

thousands of dollars, more expensive by several orders of magnitude than solutions that 

restore less critical systems in only minutes more (cold-tolerance systems that restore 

service in a matter of days might cost only a few hundred dollars or nothing at all).

System-wide protection

 As an FI, you’re used to deploying and managing not just multiple systems, but doing so 

across multiple platforms, operating systems and environments. Systems reliability, availability 

and recoverability solutions need to support all architectures, software and physical backup 

solutions like NAS, DAS and SAN, all of which might be very tightly interconnected and which 

can affect each other in the event of a fault or outage.

 An expert in each kind of physical and virtual medium and environment is critical, so a 

vendor like Acronis – with experience in DR and the multiple architectures you have deployed 

across your business – is critical. Our knowledge of hardware validation, for example, ensures 

the integrity of backup drives before there’s a corruption.

 A good strategy is to deploy a virtual environment specifically for your BC and DR activity, 

and we believe there’s no better way to use one than with Disk image-based backup. Acronis 

invented the technology in 2002, and it gives our engineers particular success in FI business 

models when it comes to improving recovery times.

 First, it’s transparent – production or operations won’t be compromised or affected as 

systems reliability, availability and recoverability is carried out on virtual images of your 

system data in the background, leaving your everyday, operational resources untouched.

 Second, The Technology Risk Management Guidelines also mandate testing of your 

backup and DR strategy at least annually. Using virtual disk-image backup not only means 

you can perform tests with no resource interruption as mentioned above, you can do so more 

often, taking advantage of changes in your system structure or a changed data environment.

 But most importantly for your RTO, image-based file backup maintenance is much faster 

than file-based technologies in the same class. That means you can achieve gains at a similar 

cost for systems no matter what their criticality.

Targeted solutions

 Few solutions from the vendors in the marketplace – including those from Acronis – are 

suitable for your entire operation. Some marketing messages might promise a single solution 

that guarantees low downtime for all systems, but there’s more to consider.

 As a large-scale FI, you undoubtedly have a solution in place for business continuity. 

The next step is to deploy solutions that help you ‘plug the gaps’ in your existing methodology 

where applicable. No single method will suit your entire operation, so look for the most cost 

efficient solutions at potential fault points (weighing up the cost versus RTO and RPO, as 

outlined above).

 Deploying the right combination of solutions and strategies where they count can mean 

both cost and performance improvements in your business, which will satisfy the 

Technology Risk Management Guidelines and further assure your FI uptime.

Case study

 A large bank selected Acronis products as point solutions in their overall systems reliability, 

availability and recoverability strategy. The FI had a whole-of-operation BC and DR outlook, 

but engaged us to investigate potential failure points in their systems and testing.

 Among the innovations Acronis was able to bring to the clients’ systems was replacing 

their file-level backup to a disk image-based workflow, a technology that can improve 

operational speed by a factor of 15, completely in the background.

 As a result, the FIs systems recovery capability was reduced from 10 hours to only 

40 minutes. n 
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